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Thesis Statement

HOW
CAN
TRANSIT
CENTER
DESIGN INTEGRATE IMPROMPTU
PERFORMANCE ART TO BECOME
A HUB OF CULTURE AND SELF
EXPRESSION?

BY UTILIZING THE LIMINAL SPACE
INHERENT IN TRANSIT CENTERS FOR
PERFORMANCE
THE

BUILDING

OPPORTUNITIES,
TYPOLOGY

CAN

EVOLVE INTO A DESTINATION THAT
CELEBRATES

CULTURE

AND

SELF

EXPRESSION WHILE ENRICHING THE
ENVIRONMENT OF COMMUTERS.
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ABSTRACT

Buildings that follow the typical transit
center typology act as liminal spaces
comprised of moments of transition that are
experienced briefly. This project explores
the injection of performance space into the
transit center typology, shifting the building
experience from liminal space to transitional
place. These performance spaces provide a
programmatic definition that transforms
the experience from the liminal realm into
a tangible, experiential place. The underlying
transitory nature of the building is retained
in this new definition, while still allowing the
building typology to become more than a
brief moment of experience.
As a place, the transit center also
becomes a location of intersection. Users
cross paths while transferring between the
diverse transit modes of Chicago, Illinois.
The transit center landscape becomes
the medium for this transition, exposing
users to performance art as a means of
enrichment while maintaining efficiency
in transit navigation. Additionally, this
thesis explores programmatic intersections,
supporting various dining and retail spaces
as well as performing arts and recreational
opportunities. This transit center is a hub
for interaction, creating a dynamic canvas
to celebrate art and self-expression within a
vibrant, fast-paced city.
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Thesis Introduction

Figure 01: Chicago ‘L’ train support structure at and intersection with the Metra commuter rail network. This
intersection occurs above West Lake Street, bordering the south edge of the project site. Image by Author, 2021.
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THESIS
INTRODUCTION

This research explores ideas of place-making
within a transit center building typology by
using street performance as a catalyst. The
thesis is explored through a body of research
supplemented by numerous architectural
precedent studies that exemplify core ideas
that are further explored in the Intervention.
Inventories and diagrams of the project site
are included as part of the exploration. This
research also contains building program
studies that were used in the initial steps of
the design process.
The building design project creates
a transit center building that acts as a
transitional place due to the emphasis on
street performance in the experience of
the building. The project retains the spatial
qualities necessary to define the performance
as impromptu while uncovering ways the
architecture can support the variety of space
uses. Additionally, the building creates new
transit access points that improve efficiency
and navigability of the urban infrastructure.
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INTRODUCTION

This thesis explores the potential
impact of street performance on
the experience of the transit center
building typology. This typology
is typically ephemeral, comprised
almost entirely of liminal spaces, but
the inclusion of a performance space
into the typology contrasts this
experience, giving new meaning to the
prescribed experience. The research
explores place-making in this
unique building type, thus requiring
an exploration of the meaning of
place and the relationship between
experience and architecture. The
resulting project will be designed in
the context of a city, requiring an
exploration of city infrastructure
as it relates to the transit center
building typology. This paper will
explore the interaction between
street performance and the transit
center building typology within the
context of an urban environment by
defining ideas of architectural place
and the relationship between place
and the street performer.

SPACE AND
PLACE

The underlying concept of this thesis
rests in place-making; this discussion
1
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is predicated by differentiating
space versus place. While often
used interchangeably, this research
requires a division between these
two ideas to better define the areas
of architecture under exploration.
Anthropologist Marc Augé divides
these two concepts:
“we include in the notion of
anthropological
place
the
possibility of the journeys made
in it, the discourses uttered in it,
and the language characterizing
it. And the notion of space, in
the way it is used at present
(…to designate unnamed or
hard-to-name places as well as
possible, or with the minimum
of inaccuracy, in the recent but
already stereotyped language of
travel…institutions…rather
like
‘rendezvous point’), seems to
apply usefully, through the very
fact of its lack of characterization,
to the non-symbolized surfaces of
the planet.”1
As Augé states, space describes
ambiguous areas of architecture
that lack experiential definition
while place becomes an area with
a defined purpose based on the

Augé Marc, Non-Places: An Introduction to Supermodernity (London: Verso, 2009), 66.
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conceptual representation of place.
Non-place holds the essential ideas
associated with a place, but lacks
an event to categorize it as a place.
Place is rendered through defined
characteristics and events, which
distinguish place from space; nonplace retains defined characteristics,
the experiential ideas associated with
a type of place, without an event
that shifts the experience to place.
Through this terminology,
the idea of a liminal space can
be realized. The idea of liminality
refers to a threshold between two
separate realities. This concept can
be applied to architecture wherein
the threshold is the division between
two distinct places. Architect
Brett Wilbur describes liminality in
relation to space and place, “To cross
a threshold is to cross from space
to place; to cross into liminality
is to diffuse ones being, to merge
with the space, to pause and to
allow the other to make us who we
are.”3 Wilbur proposes that liminal
space is a threshold between space
and place. It is possible to inhabit
both a space and a place separately,
so when transitioning between
these two ideas, one temporarily
inhabits liminal space. In this liminal

02•RESEARCH

actions within. The term space
is used to provide the minimum
required definition of architecture,
to name areas that have no particular
function. When definition is given
to space, it transforms into place.
This definition potentially manifests
through
events,
interactions,
and architectural programming;
providing characteristics that make a
place describable and categorizable.
These definitions of place and
space provide a stark contrast
between the two, however there
exists a middle ground. This middle
ground is defined by Augé as nonplace: “clearly the word ‘non-place’
designates two complementary but
distinct realities: spaces formed in
relation to certain ends (transport,
transit, commerce, leisure), and the
relations that individuals have with
these spaces.”2 The relationship
between the individual and the space
forms a non-place – a nameable
space with definable characteristics
but which exists only in theory and
not as a tangible manifestation
of place. Non-places are spaces
that retain defined characteristics
of place while lacking a physical
expression in the anthropological
world, existing only in the mind as a

Augé Marc, Non-Places: An Introduction to Supermodernity (London: Verso, 2009), 76.
Brett M Wilbur (2013), 37.
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space, there is a mixture of the
characteristics of space and place,
causing the individual to experience
that transition and change their
relationship to each space.
The basic idea of a threshold
is too limiting for a full understanding
of liminal space. The connotation
of threshold implies a thin plane in
which there are two distinct sides
and a short period of occupation of
the threshold itself. This research
pushes the concept of a threshold
as a prolonged journey between
two defined places, occupied for a
longer period of time as a series of
layers. The reference of a threshold
to a journey is described by architect
Patrick Zimmerman, “A layering of
spaces serves to separate, transition,
and incorporate the occupant from
one space to another so that the
threshold is a progression through
space.”4 Zimmerman abstracts
the threshold as movement
through space, elongating the
typical perception of a threshold.
This hearkens back to Wilbur’s
definition of liminal space. Liminal
space is a threshold between two
distinct places, but the threshold
is experienced as a journey when
considered as movement through
4
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Patrick T Zimmerman (2008), 22.

space. In this way, liminal space
becomes a tangible, occupiable
space of transition rather than a
fleeting experience between two
stark realities of place.
With
an
established
relationship between the trio of
space, place, and liminal space, a gap
remains concerning non-place. This
research proposes that non-places
may occur within the realm of liminal
space, though existing as a separate
entity. Non-place encompasses
one’s interpretation of a type of
space without the consideration of
a specific place defined by events
and interactions. It is ambiguous and
temporal, connecting this concept to
that of liminal space. In the model of
liminal space as a transitional journey,
non-places manifest as conceptual
moments within liminal space,
providing a comprehensible method
of interpreting the experience of
liminality. When occupying the
varying thresholds of liminal space,
the individual encounters a series
of non-places through experience.
These are spaces with discernable
qualities without memorable events
to characterize them as a place;
therefore, they exist only as a mental
construct specific to the individual.
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or interaction can provide definition
to this non-place and transform it
to place. This thesis explores the
busker, or street performer, as the
catalyst for this transformation. The
performance creates an event within
the non-place of a transit center,
creating definite characteristics that
apply to a specific, unique place and
transforming the building typology
into place. The transit center
typology may also be analyzed as an
element of liminal space, or journey
through a series of thresholds. The
transit center inherently becomes a
space between two defined places—
the start and the end of a definable
journey; therefore, the transit
center can exist as a part of liminal
space.
In considering the transit
center typology as both nonplace, which can potentially
transform to place, and liminal
space, there becomes dissonance
in the fundamental meanings of
this terminology. The term place
implies occupation of a space for an
elongated period of time, at least long
enough for one to experience events
that would shift the understanding
of the experience from non-place
to place. The term liminal space

02•RESEARCH

Non-places exist in the mind, tying
an individual’s perception of the
meaning of place to the ambiguity
of space. They retain describable
characteristics of place without the
anthropological existence, becoming
a transitional moment between
space and place. The consideration
of liminal space as a journey provides
an opportunity for the individual to
create a series of non-places in their
mind as they experience a variety of
spaces lacking distinguishing events.
Non-places are subject
to variable situations that can
potentially transform the nonplace to place. Non-places exist
as the experiential ideas of a place,
without a physical bounding. When
a categorizable event is applied to a
non-place, it transforms into place.
In the context of this study, the
transit center building type can be
assumed to represent non-place.
The building typology suggests ideas
of waiting and transition, but there is
typically no physical place that one
associates with this type of building.
The building exists in the mind as a
series of describable characteristics
without an anthropological anchor
in the tangible world; however, the
introduction of a particular event
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implies a period of transition with
an undefined period of occupation.
Finally, the transit center typology
implies a temporal space, occupied
for a very short period of time,
thus why this typology often
becomes a non-place. This begs
the introduction of a final term:
transitional place. Transitional place
will be used to describe a place
that features definable events and
characteristics but must remain a
temporal experience. The addition
of an event to give definition to the
transit center typology transforms
it to a place, but the fundamental
characteristics of the building type
conflict with the implications of
place, thus the creation of transitional
place. Creating transitional place
allows the transit center to remain
as a temporal space of transition
while also assuming qualities of a
categorizable place.

BUSKING

Buskers add a certain amount
of delight and spontaneity to
the otherwise mundane tasks of
commuting. The performances are
impromptu, occurring in pockets
of non-place in city streets, parks,
and transit centers. Pedestrians
5
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come upon street performers by
happenstance, which makes these
experiences unique; the performers
are out of place, bringing something
normally viewed in a theater typology
to a new setting. Referring to
unconventional performance spaces,
architect Hugh Harvey states,
“Some of the most exciting theatrical
experiences seem to happen in
these informal surroundings. Is this
success attributable to their builtin character? Does the previous use
of the space make a psychological
contribution?”5 Busking adds an
additional layer of experience to a
space. The unconventional setting,
such as a transit center, can create
a remarkable atmosphere that
makes the performance itself almost
surreal.
Buskers are an essential
characteristic in most lively public
spaces. Performers draw crowds
and engage pedestrians, elongating
the time people spend in these
urban areas. Architects Suzanne
Crowhurst Lennard and Henry
Lennard write, “Strolling musicians
and impromptu performers are also
valuable in enhancing the quality in
public life. They draw a cluster of
passers-by, strangers to each other,

Hugh Hardy, Building Type Basics for Performing Arts Facilities (Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley & Sons Inc., 2006).
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between audience members.
Buskers can have a positive
impact on public space; however,
the benefits do not come without
a multitude of challenges. In many
cities, buskers face criticism from
upset pedestrians, which has sparked
changes to laws regarding street
performance. Journalist Martine
Powers documents the challenges
in Washington, D.C., “Lawsuits have
helped to codify rules and strictures
on when and where [buskers] are
allowed to perform. The fight for
prime performance locations … has
become contentious as buskers
using boomboxes and amplifiers
square off against rankled residents
and
concerned
lawmakers.”9
Additional rules and regulations
have been developed to limit the
range of buskers. In many places,
it takes just one complaint from
a pedestrian to have a performer
removed from a space. These rules
and regulations can cover anywhere
from the streetscape to inside transit
centers, posing a difficult challenge
for buskers everywhere – especially
those who perform for a living.
Although street performance can
add character and energy to public
places, the increasing legislature

Suzanne H Crowhurst Lennard and Henry L. Lennard, Public Life in Urban Places: Social and Architectural Characteristics
Conducive to Public Life in European Cities (Southampton, NY: Gondolier Press, 1984), 62.
7
William Hollingsworth Whyte, The Social Life of Small Urban Spaces (Washington, D.C.: Conservation Foundation, 1995), 97.
8
William Hollingsworth Whyte, The Social Life of Small Urban Spaces (Washington, D.C.: Conservation Foundation, 1995), 94.
9
Martine Powers, “For Subway Buskers, an Increasingly Complicated Calculus: Where to Perform?,” The Washington Post
(WP Company, August 6, 2018).
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who nevertheless begin to exchange
comments about the performance.”6
Street performers create interaction
between individuals who otherwise
would not have met or choose that
space to engage. The addition of a
performance into the streetscape
fosters
exchanges
between
pedestrians, activating public space
to its full potential.
This observation is also
shared by sociologist William Whyte:
“These moments are true recreation
though rarely thought of as such…
but there is something of great value
here, and it should be fostered.”7
Whyte’s comment pertains to his
ideas of triangulation in public space.
He proposes that providing a focal
point for users increases the success
rate of public spaces by sparking
interactions between unexpected
individuals.8 Engaging activities in
urban areas draw people in and make
the spaces more interactive, and
therefore more successful. Street
performers are the perfect insertion
to create interest and activity.
Buskers bring people to a public
space and provide entertainment
for an extended period of time,
increasing the success of public
spaces and promoting interaction
6
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that governs busking hampers the
impact of these performances and
decreases engagement with diverse
audiences available in an urban
environment.
Buskers can operate in a
variety of architectural spaces,
adapting these locations to their
specific needs. These diverse
locations play a role in the response
to the show, but nonetheless create
the unique environment that
makes impromptu performances
so special. Most buskers take over
liminal spaces, adapting these
interstitial
architectural
areas
to their needs. This adaptation
concurs with this statement by
planner Eugénia Leblanc-Bazou,
“interstitial space should be able to
bring people together within a new
type of space thus encouraging
inter-personal relations.”10 Buskers
add
programmatic
definition
to interstitial spaces, creating
engagement between audience
members and reinforcing Whyte’s
ideas of triangulation in a space.
The addition of a performance
twists the space into something new
and beneficial for the users. These
shows become so effective not just
from the setting, but rather the

content within the context. The full
experience is dependent on both
the performance itself as well as the
architectural backdrop. Without
this unique pairing of performance
content within the architectural
context, the experience would
become reduced, removing the
magic and surreal character of street
performance.
Street performers are an
essential element in public spaces,
bringing people together and pushing
through grim laws looking to douse
sparks of creativity. They are actively
redefining the built environment
to suit their needs, thus creating a
call for architects to respond. The
addition of impromptu performance
to public space boosts the success of
those spaces, highlighting the need
for architecture to develop new
typologies that accommodate user
behaviors more effectively while
maintaining certain characteristics
that make existing unprogrammed
spaces so successful for buskers.
Architecture that celebrates busking
will help to soften legislation against
street performers, make public
spaces more successful, and allow
the arts to become more accessible
to all.

10
Leblanc-Bazou Eugénia, Guy Coronio, and Jean Paul Joly, The Urban Environment: Amenities and Cityscape (International
Federation for Housing and Planning, 1972), 46.
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Urban
environments
are
characterized by a multitude of
different scenes and experiences.
The streetscape evolves into more
than the physical elements present.
Rather, a streetscape comes to
life when people adaptively use
street spaces to fit their needs and
desires. One of the most interesting
elements in an urban streetscape is
the street performer. Artists of a
variety of media set up impromptu
displays and provide unsolicited
entertainment
to
passersby.
Outdoor displays can usually only
take place weather permitting, so
buskers must find indoor locations
to perform as well, one of the most
versatile and accessible being a transit
center. The transit hub building
typology supports a large flow of
people through its spaces, often with
plenty of spare room for a performer
to set up shop and have access to a
crowd while remaining indoors. The
impromptu characteristics of these
displays make the experience unique
and surreal; without the spontaneous
setting, the performance would lose
many critical qualities. Architecture
becomes the backdrop for these
immersive experiences, with liminal

spaces transitioning from temporal
to lasting zones in a building.
Buskers are a key element to public
space; architecture can respond in
a manner that is beneficial to both
the performers and the other users
of a space by adapting existing
typologies to accommodate these
diverse needs.
Place type and placemaking are essential explorations in
the creation of performance spaces.
Dedicated performances occur in a
theater building type, which contains
specifically programmed spaces
that enable performances. The
characteristics of these spaces, such
as acoustics and audience formats,
are core elements that relate to this
study. However, this research is more
concerned with the development
of
impromptu
performances,
particularly in the context of the
transit center building typology.
Though transit centers typically do
not include dedicated performance
spaces, street performers find ways
to adapt the liminal spaces to their
performance needs. The transit
center building typology can be
injected with programmatic and
spatial design elements of a theater
typology to create better spaces for

02•RESEARCH

PLACE-TYPE
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impromptu performance.
Transit centers are ideal
locations for street performers. High
crowd traffic enables performers to
share their craft among many people
in a short amount of time. However,
this typology is typically quite
temporal; the building becomes a
small episode in liminal space and is
not conducive to long performances.
Transit center program is primarily
driven by pedestrian volume and
transit mode requirements, rather
than the experiential aspects
of a space. Architect Kenneth
Griffin states, “Typically, criteria
are developed by individual
transportation authorities and
tailored for their use, based on their
own experience, their operational
and technological requirements, and
information derived from building
codes and industry groups….”11 There
is not a set standard for transit
station design, so project goals are
set by local officials and often lack
programmatic elements beyond
the basics required for pedestrian
movement.
The
architecture
becomes focused on the flow of
people through the building, rather
than creating a transitional place that
celebrates the experience. Architect

Ivan Harbour provides a definition for
transit design goals, “Good transport
architecture is an architecture that
celebrates the intrinsically mundane
processes governing transport hubs,
such as that of the environments in
which we wait and through which we
move from one transport process
to another.”12 Harbour’s argument
outlines architecture that creates
an experience beyond the basic
needs of a location. Though the
typology retains a temporal quality,
the building should carry more
value than a liminal space, becoming
a transitional place. In transit
locations where buskers are allowed,
the building becomes more than a
transitory vessel; pedestrians can
stop to enjoy the performance and
experience the space in a different
way. The integration of busking
opportunities in the transit center
typology offsets the ephemeral
qualities of these spaces, creating
a transitional place that adds value
to the user experience and takes
advantage of interstitial space
inherent in this building type.
The addition of the street
performer to the transit center
defines the building as transitional
place, offsetting the typical

Kenneth W. Griffin and Stephen A. Kliment, Building Type Basics for Transit Facilities (Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley & Sons
Inc., 2004).
12
Will Jones and Ivan W Harbour, “New Transport Architecture,” in New Transport Architecture (London: Beazley, 2006), p. 6.
11
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typology to host a seemingly
incompatible program.14 In the
context of street performing in
transit centers, crossprogramming
is already employed. The transport
architecture becomes a host for the
performance-type program. This use
of space is brought on by the users,
identifying a need for architects to
respond. This call to action is echoed
in the writings of architect Lebbeus
Woods:

02•RESEARCH

ephemeral qualities of the typology.
Pedestrians can gather to view the
busker, lengthening the time spent
within the transit hub. The gathering
can take on a variety of forms: a
crescent, in the case of a vocal or
instrumental performance, or a
circle, in the case of a dance or similar
action-based performance, among
others.13 Regardless, the presence
of a busker alters the characteristics
of a programmed space. The liminal
becomes a place, a full experience
rather than a fleeting moment in a
larger journey. Theater qualities can
be injected into the transit center
typology, creating a juxtaposition of
time and space.
The intersection of theatertype program in the context of a
transit center creates an interesting
architectural dynamic. The two very
different programs can collide in
a surprisingly seamless condition.
Though the transit center is
occupied in a more temporal manner
and the theater is used for longer
spans, the combined experience is
quite flexible, affording a multitude
of spatial experiences. This concept
is identified by architect Bernard
Tschumi as “crossprogramming”
– using a particular building

“New types of inhabited space
with any value are not invented
arbitrarily for the sake of novelty
or mere interest. Rather, they
are made necessary by changing
needs for living, brought about by
technological, cultural, political,
and other changes that impact
the lives of people of every social
description. Architects should do
their best to understand these
changes and propose new types
of spaces, when and where they
believe conditions demand.” 15
Street performers are adapting
existing transit center spaces into
impromptu performance spaces.
Whether driven by a need to
earn a livelihood or share their

Tyrone Guthrie et al., Actor and Architect, ed. Stephen Joseph (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1964).
Bernard Tschumi, “Definitions,” in Bernard Tschumi - Architecture Concepts: Red Is Not a Color (New York, NY: Rizzoli,
2012), p. 195.
15
Lebbeus Woods, “Type Casting,” in Slow Manifesto - Lebbeus Woods Blog, ed. Clare Jacobson (New York, NY: Princeton
Architectural Press, 2015), pp. 55-56.
13
14
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talents, buskers have employed
crossprogramming to create a new
type of performance typology. New
transit center design is ostensibly
blind to this call for architectural
intervention. A new typology must be
developed that integrates impromptu
performance in a transitory context.
While there are instances of similar
experience types, such as outdoor
auditoriums that break down the
theater typology, there is a clear
need for an architectural response
to busking spaces in new transit
centers. Architects must respond
to these needs by employing
crossprogramming ideas to create
a new typology that wedges street
performance spaces into transit
center programs.
The transit center typology
lacks a definition of ubiquitous spatial
programs. Every instance takes on
unique characteristics identified
by the surrounding context with
underlying drivers of pedestrian
load statistics. This makes the
transit building typology the perfect
host for impromptu performance
spaces – without an existing defined
program, a new element can be
introduced seamlessly. This is proven
in the existing adaptations of spaces
16
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by street performers. There is a clear
desire for a new space typology
that integrates transit with informal
performance; however, this new
invention must retain the spatial
qualities of impromptu performance,
lest the experience lose its surreal
character. The implementation of
crossprogramming in the design
of a new transit center will permit
the integration of impromptu
performances space into the transit
building typology to satisfy the needs
currently identified by the users.
Liminal spaces are ideal
for the busker to adapt; however,
the overall success of the situation
relies on the juxtaposition between
the inappropriate performance in a
certain space. This idea is explained
by philosopher Scott McQuire: “a
crucial role for new media art in public
spaces is the potential to avoid the
filter of sites such as the art gallery,
and thereby engage audiences who
might never cross that threshold.”16
Though referring more to graphic
art displays, McQuire highlights
an important element of street
performance: impromptu displays
remove the filter of architectural
typology. Removing the stage
from the performance makes the

Scott McQuire, The Media City: Media, Architecture and Urban Space (Los Angeles, CA: SAGE Publ, 2011), 149.
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LAYERING

The urban fabric is defined by many
underlying layers. Natural features
begin by creating boundaries and
accessibility challenges. Settling
patterns define city growth and
expansion potential; cultural groups
17

define districts and demographics.
Political
changes
determine
expansion rates and further highlight
groups of people. Industrialization
creates physical layers and promotes
rapid expansion. Many factors play
a role in the formation of a city and
its urban fabric. This research is most
concerned with the manifestation
of connection patterns in this
development, primarily facilitated
by industrial innovations and city
expansion patterns.
Transit systems find ways
to move through the city on a
variety of urban layers. When a
city is organized on a grid, transit
corridors can break the grid by rising
above or sinking below street level.
This organization enhances travel
capabilities, separates fast-moving
transit from pedestrian paths, and
allows pedestrians to navigate a city
more efficiently. In the context of a
city grid, a transit center provides an
area of transportation interchange
and method to navigate between
urban layers, solidifying this building
typology as an essential feature of
urban sites.
Multiple layers of transit
enable quick navigation of city
infrastructure. Each mode or branch

02•RESEARCH

art more accessible to diverse
audiences. This analysis is further
echoed by director Tyrone Guthrie
et al., “Our theaters must be capable
of presenting plays in a way which
will bring the greatest out of them.
The theaters and the concert halls
that are needed for the new Arts
Centres for young people will have
to be truly adaptable.”17 Changing
audience demographics and urban
behaviors dictate a necessary
change in the presentation of arts.
Buskers have increased access to
diverse crowds, contributing to
their success. They have moved
beyond the typical theater setting
to take their work to the street.
They occupy liminal and interstitial
spaces in the built environment to
carve out a niche in the world for
their craft. Street performers break
past an architectural typology and
adapt to simply inhabit any available
architecture.

Tyrone Guthrie et al., Actor and Architect, ed. Stephen Joseph (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1964), 84.
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of transit can weave through the
city along its most efficient path,
reaching the most important areas
in the least amount of time. Some
of the most prominent modes
of transit occur by rail through
either the commuter or intercity
networks. These networks exist
on a multitude of levels, creating
the need for vertical interchange
points between urban layers. The
challenge of urban layering defines
the need for the transit center
building typology which evolved out
of the railway station building type.
This development is highlighted by
architect Terry Farrell, “Railway
stations as passenger transport
interchanges have increased in size
so that they are combined transportmode passenger hubs with coach
and bus stations, underground rail,
taxis, airport links and check-ins.”18
The creation of a stratified transit
network in cities underscores the
importance of these interchange
locations. The nodes where lines
intersect become an opportunity to
transition between layers and access
a variety of modes in one place.
The frequency and flexibility
of interchanges defines how useful
the transit network is to the urban

fabric. This variation is studied
by engineer Dr. Yan Cheng, “The
limited number of interchange
options in urban rail networks makes
interchange a key factor when
passengers face several alternative
routes between their origin and
destination stations, especially
when the numbers and attributes
of interchange processes involved
in each route are different.”19 Due
to increased efficiency when station
stops are spaced out, rail transit
interchange opportunities occur
relatively infrequently. It becomes
difficult for users to navigate
quickly between different modes,
increasing time spent commuting
and decreasing the likelihood of
sustained use of the transit network.
This fact underpins the importance
of well designed transit centers to
a resilient transportation system.
These building types create an
opportunity to interchange between
urban layers and transit modes,
standing as a key element in the
navigation of a city ecosystem.
The transit center is an
architectural response to city
infrastructure growth and plays
a pivotal role in city navigation.
Where transit systems converge,

Terry Farrell, The City as a Tangled Bank: Urban Design vs Urban Evolution (West Sussex, UK: John Wiley & Sons, 2014),
93.
19
Yan Cheng, Xiafei Ye, and Taku Fujiyama, “How Does Interchange Affect Passengers’ Route Choices in Urban Rail Transit?
– A Case Study of the Shanghai Metro,” Transportation Letters, February 16, 2021, pp. 1-11, https://doi.org/10.1080/1942786
7.2021.1883803.
18
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CHICAGO

Innovations in technology create
opportunities to rapidly modify city
infrastructure, as was the case in the
development of Chicago, Illinois, the
site of this study. The primary driver
of city infrastructure advancement
is the efficient movement of
goods or people within a city. In
the case of Chicago, pedestrian
transportation was the key factor
behind the stratification of transit
opportunities. This development
produced a city with many physical
layers and a robust network of urban
transit. Although Chicago’s transit
20
21

infrastructure improves efficiency
through urban layering, this method
requires flexibility to navigate
between layers to reach the full
potential of the transit network.
The city of Chicago has
developed several urban layers.
At the surface, Chicago is based
on a grid. Introduced in 1785, the
one-mile-square
Jeffersonian
Grid created a sense of order and
government authority over the
Great Lakes region.20 This grid
system was applied to the city,
defining blocks and development
patterns for the future. Rapid
expansion beyond the city and the
need for movement within the
city called for the development of
an efficient transit system. Urban
planners Andres Duany, Jeff
Speck, and Mike Lydon describe
the creation of Chicago’s transit
network: “Transformative transit
systems such as those in …Chicago…
were planned comprehensively for
region-wide service.”21 The influx
of new transit technology paired
with the need for development
enabled Chicago to plan an efficient
transit system for the entire region.
Commuter rail lines were planned
to extend through the suburbs while

02•RESEARCH

interchange opportunities arise
between different modes, providing
access to different branches
throughout the city. Though there
are typically numerous routes
to traverse a transit network,
the most flexible stops feature
opportunities to interchange with
a different transportation mode
or connect with a new transit line.
Transportation hubs draw many of
these interchanges together in one
spot, providing commuters with
a critical solution to modify their
commute and navigate the city
efficiently.

Richard Weston, “GRID,” in 100 Ideas That Changed Architecture (London, UK: Laurence King Publishing, 2020), 55.
Andres Duany, Jeff Speck, and Mike Lydon, The Smart Growth Manual (New York, NY: McGraw Hill, 2010).
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innovative electric light rail systems
traverse the downtown area. This
combination of rail systems is
complimented by a robust bus
network to create an incredibly
efficient transit system in the city.
This efficiency is further
emphasized by the stratification of
the transit network into a variety of
physical layers. Though the surface
level is controlled by a grid, Chicago’s
rail traffic rises above or sinks below
this level to decrease intersections
between transit modes. This vertical
movement also allows the transit
network to break the grid and
traverse the city in a more direct
manner. The streets remain bounded
by the gridded infrastructure, but
the various transportation layers
move to navigate the grid in a more
direct and efficient path.
The extension of transit into
the suburbs makes Chicago a highly
accessible city. People can easily
commute into the city if they decide
not to live downtown. The Urban
Design Associates state, “Residents’
decisions on where to live and
work are often influenced by the
availability of transit.”22 This is a main
reason why Chicago’s sprawl is so
successful. The transit network was

designed to account for accessibility
to the entire region, so the city has
expanded far beyond the limits of
downtown. Residents have easy
access to commuter rail networks,
and further mobility within the city
due to buses and the elevated rail
lines.
The comprehensive transit
network downtown also sustains a
high concentration of residents who
choose to live within the city itself.
Architect Peter Cavaluzzi describes
the importance of transit to a city,
“Transit is an essential component
to defining the difference between
world-class cities with vibrant 24hour occupancy and the type of
commuter city that empties out
when work is over.”23 Chicago is a
lively city supported by a robust
network of transit. Transportation
is accessible to navigate both within
the city bounds and to the outlying
suburbs.
The development of urban
layers helps to increase efficiency
of movement, which contributes to
the popularity of Chicago’s transit
network. With efficient, direct
intersections between transit modes,
wait times decrease and transit can
flow more freely. Chicago contains

22
Ray Gindroz and Karen Levine, The Urban Design Handbook: Techniques and Working Methods, Second (New York, NY:
Norton, 2013), 34.
23
Peter David Cavaluzzi, “Open Transit Design: Why Stations Designed for Non-Transit Users Are Most Successful,” Planetizen
Features, September 20, 2012, https://www.planetizen.com/node/58529.
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navigating and experiencing these
layers in one place. This thesis serves
as a foundation for the continued
exploration of these ideas in an
architectural project.
02•RESEARCH

a successful network of transit
infrastructure that is conducive to
both suburban and urban residents
while maximizing efficiency within
the urban fabric, providing a rich
environment for the exploration of
this study.

CONCLUSION

This research will lead to the design
of a transit center, located in
Chicago, Illinois, that will include
opportunities
for
impromptu
performance, defining the design as
a transitional place. When buskers
are added to the equation, the
typically non-place transit center
typology develops experiential
events, transforming the transit
center into a describable transitional
place full of rich interactions. Street
performers are a key element of
successful public space, so their
inclusion in the building will make
the transit center more successful
as an experiential place. The project
will explore cross-programming as
the typologies of theater and transit
are combined into a new typology
resting within liminal space. Further,
the design will confront the existing
physical urban layers present in
Chicago, becoming a method of
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Rotterdam Central Station

Figure 02: Rotterdam Central Station designed by
Benthem Crouwel Architects, 2014; Rotterdam, the
Netherlands. Image downloaded from https://
www.benthemcrouwel.com/projects/rotterdamcentral-station in September 2021.

ROTTERDAM
CENTRAL
STATION
Rotterdam
Central
Station,
completed in 2014, has become
a critical transit hub in the city
of Rotterdam, the Netherlands.
Designed by Benthem Crouwel
Architects, the station has become
essential to the character of
Rotterdam, serving nearly 110,00
passengers daily.24 The station
combines a variety of transit modes,
including bike, bus, tram, taxi,
metro, and train. This integration

provides commuters with easy
access to modal transfers and direct
connections to other areas of the
city and country.
Designed for user comfort,
the surrounding plazas prioritize the
pedestrian, directing other traffic
around or under the main paths
of travel. Direct sight lines and
wide travel paths provide ease of
navigation throughout the hub. The
material finishes and overarching
structure welcome visitors to the
building and to the city.25 The
structure becomes a gateway to
the city; the iconic architecture

Jan Benthem, “Benthem Crouwel - Rotterdam Central Station,” Benthem Crouwel - Rotterdam Central Station, accessed
September 16, 2021, https://www.benthemcrouwel.com/projects/rotterdam-central-station.
25
“Rotterdam Central Station / West 8 + Benthem Crouwel Architects + MVSA Architects,” ArchDaily (ArchDaily, January
19, 2015), https://www.archdaily.com/588218/rotterdam-central-station-benthem-crouwel-architects-mvsa-meyer-en-vanschooten-architecten-and-west-8.
24
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directs users to the urban center.26
The southern plaza stretches
toward the downtown energy of
Rotterdam, falling seamlessly into
place in the surrounding context.
By contrast, the northern façade
faces a residential neighborhood,
and the building design responds
appropriately with a much more
subtle glass curtain wall.
Rotterdam Central Station
creates a dynamic, city-centered
transit hub. The building brings
together a multitude of transit
modes under one roof. A newfound
centerpiece in the city, the structure
stands as a powerful monument
in the plaza. The building acts as a
destination, more than a temporal
space.27 Although a multitude of
transit paths intersect, the additional
building elements prevent the space
from becoming purely interstitial.
Shops and lounges add to the
building program internally while the
large southern plaza provides a space
for external gathering. The sweeping
overhang provides the perfect
backdrop for events and blurs the
relationship between interior and
exterior. Overall, the structure
provides clean transitory flow and a
destination in the city.
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The structure also tackles
transit on a variety of urban levels.
The station provides access to the
metro below the plaza, allowing
quick transitions between transit
above and below grade. The train
connections are slightly elevated
above grade, clearing space for bike
storage on the north side of the
station. The tram lines surrounding

Figure 03: Site Plan Diagram, Rotterdam Central
Station. Drawing by Author, 2021.

Anastasia Loukaitou-Sideris et al., “A Comparative Analysis of High-Speed Rail Station Development into Destination and
Multi-Use Facilities: The Case of San Jose Diridon” (San Jose, CA: San Jose State University, 2017), 88.
27
Jan Benthem, “Benthem Crouwel - Rotterdam Central Station.”
26
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Rotterdam Central Station

Figure 04: Building Section Diagram, Rotterdam
Central Station. Image by Author, 2021.

Figure 05: Interior Experience Diagram, Rotterdam
Central Station. Image by Author, 2021.

the site were re-routed, condensing
the number of lines to just two on
the east plaza. Bus lines were also
re-directed sub-grade to alleviate
congestion between transit and
pedestrians.28
The station creates a sense
of place not only on the exterior,
but also the interior. The main
entrance hall gives way to a stunning
canopy over the train platforms. The
structure seems to reach endlessly
into the distance, ending in a curtain
wall that overlooks the northern
residential neighborhoods. The
platforms below provide access to rail
lines that stretch throughout Europe.
Trains arrive at regular frequencies,
taking passengers on journeys both
near and far. The energy of the space
is highlighted by the light patterns
cast by the skylights above. The
structural columns branch, allowing
transparency and light to transform
the space. The only visual barriers
are the intermittent trains moving
across the platforms. This space
becomes a gem contained within the
structure.
Rotterdam Central Station
is a very successful transit center.
The building is highly navigable,
and each transit mode is clearly
28
Anastasia Loukaitou-Sideris et al., “A Comparative Analysis of High-Speed Rail Station Development into Destination and
Multi-Use Facilities,” 98.
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accessible. The project becomes a
destination in the city, responding to
the context in a respectful manner.
Pedestrian-centered design moves
promote safety and add to the
positive outcomes of this awardwinning transit center.

Figure 06: Rotterdam Central Station interior. The
large open space provides easy visual connections
and decreases congestion at peak times. Image
downloaded from https://www.benthemcrouwel.
com/projects/rotterdam-central-station
in
December 2021.
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HS2 Euston Station

Figure 07: HS2 Euston Station proposal designed
by Grimshaw Architects; London, UK. Image
downloaded
from
https://grimshaw.global/
projects/hs2-euston-station/ in September 2021.
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HS2 EUSTON
STATION

This transit center by Grimshaw
Architects revitalizes an existing
transit hub, creating a more robust
connection to the surrounding
community. The main idea behind
the structure is creating a sense of
place – limiting the temporal aspects
of the transit center typology. The

spanning roof structure allows for
broad pedestrian corridors and easy
circulation. The project also creates
better integration between different
modes of transit, streamlining
interchanges.
The cultural implications of
the new design stretch past the site
boundaries, drawing people to this
new urban destination. The project

becomes about place-making in
a temporal space, very similar
to the overarching goals of this
thesis. The program incorporates a
variety of space types, employing
cross-programming principles that
challenge the pillars of the transit
center typology. The large plaza
space provides an opportunity
for interaction, a key element to
sustained pedestrian use. Flexibility
is key to creating a space that can
support a multitude of program uses.
HS2 Euston station is a fantastic
example of place making a crossprogramming abilities in the context
of a transit center.29

Figure 08: HS2 Euston Station site plan, diagramming
the impact on the surrounding urban street context.
Image downloaded from https://grimshaw.global/
projects/hs2-euston-station/ in September 2021.

Figure 09: HS2 Euston Station train hall and
concourse proposal. Image downloaded from
https://grimshaw.global/projects/hs2-eustonstation/ in September 2021.

Grimshaw Architects, “HS2 Euston Station,” Grimshaw Architects, 2021, https://grimshaw.global/projects/hs2-eustonstation/.

29
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Salesforce Transit Center

Figure 10: Salesforce Transit Center designed by Pelli
Clarke Pelli Architects, 2018; San Francisco, CA. Tim
Griffith, 2018. Image downloaded from https://
www.dezeen.com/2018/08/07/pelli-clarke pelli-architects-salesforce-transit-center-opens-sanfrancisco/ in September 2021.
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SALESFORCE
TRANSIT CENTER

This project by Pelli Clarke Pelli
Architects creates a dynamic
transit experience for the city of
San Francisco. The building elevates
the bus deck above the city grid,
alleviating surface congestion and
enabling connections between
multiple bus lines. Additionally, the

building reaches into the ground to
create connections to subterranean
rail lines. The building is wrapped
in a decorative metal screen that
filters light and sets a welcoming
atmosphere.
The roof of the building
features a large urban park, giving
additional space back to pedestrians.
The rooftop park and some internal

program elements exemplify crossprogramming ideas. The transit
center typology becomes the host
of foreign spaces and activities.
Rather than creating a temporal
building filled with liminal spaces,
this project invites the public to use
the building as a destination. The
elevated park is connected to some
surrounding buildings, providing
access to green space in a dense
urban environment. The roof even
features an amphitheater space,
enabling street performance to
occur in a dedicated manner at this
transit facility. The Salesforce Transit
Center is a fantastic example of
cross-programming implementation
and urban layering in this building
typology.30

Figure 11: Salesforce Transit Center aerial photo.
Steelblue, 2018. Image downloaded from https://
www.dezeen.com/2018/08/07/pelli-clarke pelli-architects-salesforce-transit-center-opens-sanfrancisco/ in September 2021.

Figure 12: Salesforce Transit Center exploded floor
plan diagram. Image downloaded from https://
www.sfmta.com/projects/salesforce-transit-center
in September 2021.

Dan Howarth, “Pelli Clarke Pelli’s Salesforce Transit Center Opens in San Francisco,” Dezeen, August 7, 2018, https://www.
dezeen.com/2018/08/07/pelli-clarke-pelli-architects-salesforce-transit-center-opens-san-francisco/.

30
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The Hague Central Station

Figure 13: The Hague Central Station main hall
designed by Benthem Crouwel Architects, 2015; the
Hague, the Netherlands. Image downloaded from
https://www.benthemcrouwel.com/projects/thehague-central-station in October 2021.

THE HAGUE
CENTRAL
STATION

This transit center by Benthem
Crouwel Architects is based on
the idea of creating a covered city
square. Completed in 2015, the
building welcomes passengers and
visitors and creates the perfect
environment for transportation

interchange. The Hague Central
Station is accessible from every
side, connecting all the city’s transit
lines.31 Light rail is elevated to the
second level, allowing the commuter
rail lines to terminate within the
structure. This movement of transit
lines reinforces urban layering ideas
that decrease traffic and congestion
on surface level streets.

31
Jan Benthem, “The Hague Central Station,” Benthem Crouwel, accessed October 12, 2021, https://www.benthemcrouwel.
com/projects/the-hague-central-station.
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With a large spanning roof
structure, sightlines are opened
to direct pedestrians through to
the various rail platforms. This
method underscores the city square
concept. Rather than create a maze
of corridors and confusion, the
structure becomes transparent,
providing visual cues of movement
through the space. The terminal is
designed to accommodate future
increases in passenger volume and
remain accessible from all points in
the city. The Hague Central Station
is a great example of an architectural
solution to integrating various transit
layers in one place.

■

Figure 14: The Hague Central Station floor plan
diagramming areas of public versus private space
as well as transit layers. Image downloaded from
https://www.benthemcrouwel.com/projects/thehague-central-station in October 2021.

Figure 15: Aerial view of the Hague Central
Station. Image downloaded from https://www.
benthemcrouwel.com/projects/the-hague-centralstation in October 2021.
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World Trade Center Oculus

Figure 16: Oculus Transit Center designed by
Santiago Calatrava, 2016; New York, NY. Hufton +
Crow, 2016. Image downloaded from https://www.
dezeen.com/2016/08/29/santiago-calatravaoculus-world-trade-center-transportation-hub-newyork-photographs-hufton-crow/ in October 2021.
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WORLD TRADE
CENTER OCULUS

This transportation hub, designed
by Santiago Calatrava, connects a
variety of urban layers in New York’s
World Trade Center Plaza. Included
in Daniel Libeskind’s master plan
for the plaza, the structure provides
transit access from each end of its
east-west axis. Pedestrians enter the

building and immediately descend
through concourse levels to access
the main hall. Each of these levels
provide access points to the various
levels of New York’s transit network.
The structure becomes the medium
through which pedestrians can
navigate urban layers of the city.
Inspired by the image of a
child releasing a bird (Figure 02),

the Oculus stretches far above the
streetscape to call attention to this
transit access point.32 The structure’s
large fins reach out from the main
hall, evoking the movement of a
bird’s wings in flight. The building
allows plentiful light penetration,
illuminating
sub-grade
transit
platforms and transforming into a
lantern at night. This play of light is
also echoed through a large skylight
arching over the main hall. In concert
with the context, the skylight creates
a powerful experience of hope on
September 11th of each year. The
Oculus Transit Center serves as an
excellent example of architectural
simplicity and structural beauty
while also providing a method of
accessing urban layers and serving a
deeper meaning in connection with
the surrounding site.

Figure 17: Oculus interior. Hufton + Crow, 2016.
Image downloaded from https://www.dezeen.
com/2016/08/29/santiago-calatrava-oculusworld-trade-center-transportation-hub-new-yorkphotographs-hufton-crow/ in October 2021.

Figure 18: Oculus concept sketch, Santiago Calatrava.
Image downloaded from https://www.archdaily.
com/783965/world-trade-center-transportationhub-santiago-calatrava in October 2021.

“World Trade Center Transportation Hub / Santiago Calatrava,” ArchDaily (ArchDaily, March 21, 2016), https://www.archdaily.
com/783965/world-trade-center-transportation-hub-santiago-calatrava.

32
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Campbell Memorial Terrace

Figure 19: Campbell Memorial Terrace, constructed
by Tooles Contracting Group, 2016. Detroit, MI.
Imaged downloaded from http://toolesgroup.com/
project/campbell-memorial-terrace/ in November,
2021.

CAMPBELL
MEMORIAL
TERRACE

This project is a subtle outdoor
amphitheater constructed along a
developing cultural trail in Detroit,
MI. Designed specifically for
impromptu performance, the design
stresses flexibility and spontaneity.33
The stage elevates the perform

with a solid backdrop to reflect
sound. Terraced landforms provide
opportunities to sit and enjoy the
performance. A large patio allows
dedicated events to take place,
providing opportunities for both
planned and impromptu venues.
The programming takes a step back,
allowing the community to adapt the
space to it’s needs.

MJ Galbraith, “‘Impromptu Performance Space’ to Open along Dequindre Cut,” Model D, October 11, 2016, https://www.
modeldmedia.com/devnews/CampbellMemorialTerrace.aspx.

33
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Located directly adjacent to a
new bike path, the project provides an
opportunity for engagement rather
than forced attendance. Pedestrians
are uninhibited to continue
along the path, but may stop and
engage in the events if interested.
Campbell Terrace provides a great
juxtaposition between passive and
active participation in the events
that take place, highlighting the
unique characteristics of street
performance manifesting in a subtle
manner.

Figure 20: The stage is set directly adjacent to the
bike trail, providing a space for pedestrians to rest
and enjoy a show. Image downloaded from http://
toolesgroup.com/project/campbell-memorialterrace/ in November, 2021.
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Figure 21: The amphitheater is part of a larger project
to connect existing cultural corridors in Detroit. Image
downloaded from https://www.wadetrim.com/
breen-dequindre-cut-brdgs/#.YYxttGDMJPY
in
November, 2021.
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Writers Theater

Figure 22: Writers Theatre designed by Studio
Gang, 2016. Glencoe, IL. Image downloaded from
https://studiogang.com/project/writers-theatre in
November, 2021.
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WRITERS
THEATRE

The Writers Theatre, designed by
Studio Gang, creates a fantastic
connection between interior and
exterior. The transparency of
performance spaces make the arts
more accessible to those outside
the building. At night, the structure
glows as a lantern of art in the

community, drawing in new people
for engaging activities.
The lobby is the most
interactive space in the building. A
variety of seating arrangements allow
the lobby to host multiple types of
functions. Informal performances,
public talks, and community events
can take place in the dynamic space,
further enhancing the accessible art

platform of the program. The lobby
also features movable walls that
open the space to the adjacent park,
extending the theater program out
and welcoming the community into
the building.34
The Writers Theatre creates
clear interactivity between the
performance spaces within and
the community surrounding the
building. Visual connections bring
spaces together and shift the
perception of performance from
private to public, while maintaining
an intimate relationship between the
audience and the subject.

Figure 23: The Writers Theatre lobby, featuring
multiple seating options and transparent connections
to the exterior community. Image downloaded from
https://studiogang.com/project/writers-theatre in
November, 2021.

Figure 24: Exploded program diagram, Studio Gang
Architects, 2016. Image downloaded from https://
www.designboom.com/architecture/studio-gangarchitects-writers-theatre-chicago-10-22-2014/ in
November, 2021.
34
Jeanne Gang, “Writers Theatre,” Studio Gang, accessed November 11, 2021, https://studiogang.com/project/writerstheatre.
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Swiss Pavillion

Figure 25: Swiss Pavilion designed by Peter Zumthor,
2000. Hanover, Germany. Image downloaded
from https://www.archdaily.com/19403/peterzumthor-works/625225181_hannover3?next_
project=no in May, 2022.

SWISS PAVILION
The Swiss Pavilion, designed by
Peter Zumthor, was the Swiss
Confederation’s contribution to
Expo 2000 in Hanover, Germany.
The project uses dry-stacked wood
members to create a beautifully
detailed pavilion for music and
entertainment.
Described
as
Gesamtkunstwerk, or total work of

art, the pavilion forms a dynamic
landscape of programmatic zones
that blend dining spaces with
performance spaces. This project is
officially titled the Swiss Sound Box
as it supported almost 350 musicians
throughout the exposition.35 The
project became a hub of energy and
performance. The perforated walls
allowed music to flow through the

Peter Zumthor, Swiss Sound Box: A Handbook for the Pavilion of the Swiss Confederation at Expo 2000 in Hanover, ed.
Hönig Roderick (Basel: Birkhäuser, 2000), 232.

35
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spaces, drawing users through the
structure to discover the programs
hiding within. The rigid plan
juxtaposed with the fluid acoustic
zones created a fully immersive,
sensual architectural experience for
visitors.
This project also features
intricate architectural details. The
wood members are stacked and
held together under compressive
springs to account for shrinkage of
the material over the duration of
the installation. The wood was left
un-modified to enable recycling
into other constructions after the
installation was dismantled. The
Swiss Pavilion is a perfect example of
creating acousitc zones to draw users
throughout a space and provide a
unique experience to performance
within a beautiful architectural place.

Figure 26: Aerial Perspective of the Swiss Pavillion.
Image downloaded from https://www.archdaily.
com/19403/peter-zumthor-works/1514229779_
hannover4?next_project=no in May, 2022.

Figure 27: Sketch of the Swiss Pavillion, Peter
Zumthor, 1997. Image downloaded from
h t t p s : / / p l a n s o f a rc h i t e c t u re . t u m b l r. c o m /
post/81201213351/peter-zumthor-swiss-pavilionexpo-hanover in May, 2022.
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Knowlton Hall

Figure 28: Knowlton Hall by Mack Scogin Merrill
Elam Architects, 2004. Image downloaded from
https://www.archdaily.com/129400/austine-knowlton-school-of-architecture-mack-scoginmerrill-elam-architects in May, 2022.
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KNOWLTON
HALL

The Austin E. knowlton School of
Architecture was designed by Mack
Scogin Merrill Elam Architects for
The Ohio State University in 2004.
This building creates fantastic
interactive spaces both on the
interior and the exterior. The facade
flows and undulates, blurring the

boundaries of the actual building
skin. The facade provides apertures
that put students on display, enabling
people watching on a multitude
of scales. The project stands as
a monument to architectural
pedagogy, leading by example on the
campus and in the community.
The defining feature of this
project is the vertical circulation

WITHIN THE LIMINAL
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Figure 29: Knowlton Hall Third Floor Plan, Mack Scogin
Merrill Elam Architects, 2004. Image Downloaded
from https://www.archdaily.com/129400/austine-knowlton-school-of-architecture-mack-scoginmerrill-elam-architects in May, 2022.

Figure 30: Interior of Knowlton Hall, Timothy Hursley.
Image downloaded from https://www.archdaily.
com/129400/austin-e -knowlton-school-ofarchitecture-mack-scogin-merrill-elam-architects in
May, 2022.
36
“Austin E. Knowlton School of Architecture / Mack Scogin Merrill Elam Architects.” ArchDaily. ArchDaily, May 9, 2011.
https://www.archdaily.com/129400/austin-e-knowlton-school-of-architecture-mack-scogin-merrill-elam-architects?ad_
medium=office-landing&amp;ad_name=featured-image.
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through the structure. A series of
inclined planes draw users through
the building, creating interesting
interactive moments between the
circulation and the surrounding
program.36 The planes culminate in
the library, celebrating architectural
history and highlighting the space
as an environment for learning
and intellectual growth. Knowlton
Hall wonderfully explores the
inclined plan as a means of building
circulation, creating dynamic spaces
full of visual interaction and activity.
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Site Selection

Figure 31: Chicago ‘L’ train support structure above West Lake Street. Image by Author, 2021.
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This project will explore a transit
center building’s ability to host
performance opportunities and
create a hub of interactivity. The
ideal site for this exploration features
immediate access to a variety of
transit modes within a city conducive
to busking. An environment with an
existing street performance culture
will facilitate a more successful
resulting user experience. Busking
is characterized by the impromptu
experience, so attempting to
force this behavior in a city that
is not acclimated will not lead to a
productive project exploration.
The city of Chicago,
Illinois was chosen as the location
for this study. Chicago features
rich performance culture albeit
a relatively weak busking scene.
Currently, busking in Chicago is
restricted to just a handful of streets
along with a select few transit stops.
This project seeks to push those
boundaries and create an additional
opportunity for performances to
occur. There is currently a precedent
of street performance in transit
centers in Chicago, so this study will
be able to further explore the impact
of performance on user experience
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Figure 32: Map of Chicago, Illinois. Image by Author,
2021.
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Figure 33: Diagram of the transit corridors extending
from downtown Chicago. Image by Author, 2021.
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2000’

and uncover new ways to celebrate a
performer within a transit center.
Chicago also features a
robust and successful transit network.
The ‘L’ is an electric light rail system
that provides access to downtown
and numerous outlying suburbs.
The ‘L’ is further supplemented by
the Chicago Metra, a commuter rail
service that reaches further into the
sprawling landscape. Finally, Chicago
also includes a comprehensive bus
network and taxi services. Each of
these transit networks occur across
many different physical layers,
enabling movement around existing
infrastructure and the underlying
city grid present in Chicago. This
project aims to connect transit
modes across these layers, increasing
commute efficiency and becoming
a hub of interactivity. A transit
center enables these diverse modes
to become united in one location,
allowing users to traverse the
urban layers and improve commute
efficiency.
The project site, located
downtown, was chosen due to the
proximity to many transit routes.
The Green and Pink lines of the
‘L’ run directly to the south of
the site and the Blue line passes
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directly underneath the site. The
Chicago Metra enters the existing
Ogilvie Transportation Center to
the southwest. Though there is an
existing transit center to the south,
there are no direct interchanges
between transit modes. This project
seeks to provide an architectural
intervention to better facilitate
transfer between transit modes at
this location while also providing
environmental enrichment through
street performance. This site is an
ideal location to explore this thesis,
providing many opportunities for
transit exploration and a rich context
of performance and culture.
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Figure 34: Diagram of built context surrounding the
project site. Image by Author, 2021.
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Figure 35: The intersection of West Lake Street and North Canal Street under the Chicago ‘L’. The structure
continues east over West Lake Street across the river and into The Loop. Image by Author, 2021.
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This site is located in close proximity
to the Loop in downtown Chicago.
The bordering transit modes improve
accessibility and make this location
ideal for a transit center exploration.
The site is well within walking
distance of the Chicago Riverwalk
as well as many surrounding park
spaces. The quick access to transit
at the site enables commuters to
reach nearly all of the downtown
area within 15 minutes. This access
extends outward as well, allowing
users to reach many surrounding
suburbs with ease. This access is
crucial to the exploration of a transit
center; however, the site currently
does not allow interchange between
transit modes. Though travel times
surrounding the site are fairly
short, the maximum distance could
be expanded exponentially with
improved access to transit directly
at the site. The ability to interchange
at this location would create much
more flexibility in navigation of
the city and create a much needed
link between the existing transit
infrastructure.
Currently, the only method
to interchange between the
commuter rail system and the ‘L’ is
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Figure 36: Diagram of travel time estimates in relation
to the project site. Image by Author, 2021.
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Figure 37: Graphic catalogue of noise pollution
surrounding the project site as well as nearby existing
transit stops. Image by Author, 2021.
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via the Clinton stop on the Green
or Pink ‘L’ lines. This stop is located
just one block west of the site. This
project will propose to move the
existing stop to the east to improve
access from the project site which will
greatly increase the opportunities
to connect the variety of transit
modes at this site. The introduction
of a connection between the ‘L’
and the commuter rail will enable
commuters to quickly navigate the
city in a much more direct path.
The
volume
of
rail
infrastructure around the site comes
with a series of drawbacks as well,
with potentially the most intrusive
being noise levels. To the north, a
series of commuter rail tracks duck
under the city to progress further
south to Chicago Union Station.
The railroad tracks cross the road at
grade, creating the need for street
level warning devices and introducing
periodic bell sounds from the north.
To the west, numerous Metra
trains arrive and depart Ogilvie
Transportation Center. Sounds
of locomotive throttling, clanging
couplers, and squeaking wheels pour
over the retaining wall onto the site.
Occasional horns and bells in concert
with the rush of air from the brakes
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pollutes the audio environment.
Overhead, the ‘L’ trains rush past,
bringing along an overbearing
rumble of noise and vibrations. Noise
mitigation measures will be necessary
to ensure a pleasant environment
for commuters, particularly with the
inclusion of performance art into the

building program. Acoustic design is
a key element in this exploration.
This site also features an
existing mixed use building. It is a
three story brick structure oriented
toward the southern edge of the
site, which allows for a small parking
lot on the north edge. This parking

Figure 38: The existing mixed-use structure standing
on the project site. North Milwaukee Avenue ducks
below the commuter rail bridge at left. Image by
Author, 2021.
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Figure 39: Inventory of surrounding context building
uses and scales. Image by Author, 2021.
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is supplemented by street parking on
the north and east edges of the site.
For the purposes of this study, this
building and the parking area will be
removed.
The site is bordered by a
variety of different building uses.
There are a high amount of residential
and commercial structures with a
few industrial buildings associated
with the railroads. The industrial
buildings are small in scale, rising up
to around 4 stories. The residential
and commercial buildings to the
west rise up to about 6 stories with
the exception of a tall defunct smoke
stack as part of an old power plant.
The site scale increases dramatically
to the east, with numerous high rise
structures that echo the height of
buildings more central to downtown
Chicago. These buildings are both
residential and commercial and will
block out much of the morning
light from the eat. These buildings,
combined with the large elevated
railroad support structure, begin
to severely limit views from the
site. The few views accessible are
accessible from either elevation
or are visible only when looking up
rather than out from the site. To the
north, the railroad provides a view
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corridor overlooking the suburbs.
This corridor also extends to the
south, providing a view of Citigroup
Center at the southern boundary of
Ogilvie Transportation Center. To
the north east, elevation will make
it possible to see across the river.
To the south, the Willis Tower rises

out of the city, a view accessible
by looking up above the immediate
built context.
This site is unique in that it is
one of the few places that break the
underlying grid of Chicago. North
Milwaukee Avenue turns northwest
at a forty-five-degree angle, aligning

Figure 40: View of the context to the south of the
project site. North Milwaukee Avenue intersects West
Lake Street and North Canal Street at an angle with
the Chicago ‘L’ flying overhead. Image by Author,
2021.
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Figure 41: Existing parking lot on the north edge of
the site. The Chicago Metra lines pass on the elevated
structure in the background. Image by Author, 2021.

Figure 42: The Chicago Metra tracks pass over
North Milwaukee Street on the north edge of the site.
Citigroup Center is visible above the Union Pacific
shop buildings in the foreground. The Willis Tower
peeks in at left. Image by Author, 2021.

060

with the subterranean Blue line of
the ‘L’ network. This two-lane oneway street creates the southern
boundary of the site and includes a
center bike line. North Canal Street
is a typical two-way roadway with
street parking to the east; West
Fulton Street contains the site to
the north with a similar organization.
The western edge of the site includes
Braun Alley, a narrow access pathway
between the exiting building and
the railroad retaining structure.
This structure holds a wall of vines
that soften the hard concrete mass
behind. Although there are trees
included along every surrounding
street, the green space in this area
is quite meager. There is an elevated
park across North Canal Street, but
there is little connection between
the park and this site. This situation
provides an opportunity to create
a connection to the existing green
space or create new green space as
a part of this exploration.
Overall, this site leaves
for
plentiful
opportunities
improvement and will serve as
an excellent subject for this
architectural exploration. Direct
access to surrounding transit makes
this site a logical location for a
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transit center intervention that can
improve the experience of a transit
interchange. The site poses a number
of challenges, from noise and sun
access issues to navigation between
the existing urban layers within the
tight footprint of the site. The built
environment around the site has
been significantly redeveloped in
recent years, so this site provides
an opportunity to respond while
facing the architectural challenges
associated with transit center
design. The surround infrastructure,
especially the ‘L’ support structures
provide fantastic structural design
ideas, inspiring an architecture that
will blend with the context and
create a dynamic user experience.
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Figure 43: Diagram of existing site vegetation and
prominent site views. Image by Author, 2021.
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Process Introduction

Figure 44: The corner of West Lake Street and North Clinton Street, facing west. This location is directly below the
Clinton ‘L’ stop with a hint of the access ramp located to the south edge of the street. West Lake Street extends
further underneath the light rail infrastructure. Image by Author, 2021.
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This project will manifest as a transit center
injected with performance opportunities.
The concept of cross-programming will
be employed to draw these two building
typologies together to form a new building
type that acts as transitional place. The
resulting building will act as a destination,
rather than a temporal experience, due
to program interventions that encourage
prolonged occupation. The essential space
types critical to a transit center will be
present in this exploration, complemented
by some spaces more conducive to longer
periods of occupation as well as dedicated
areas for street performance to occur. A
series of studies to organize spaces and
create circulation pathways are included.

065

Space Adjacencies

Figure 45: The Chicago Metra railroad tracks cross North Canal Street at grade just north of the project site and
continue south toward Chicago Union Station. In the background, another set of Metra tracks enter the city en
route to Ogilvie Transportation Center. Image by Author, 2021.
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Very Important
Desirable
Not Critical

SPACE
ADJACENCIES

A transit center features a variety
of space types that are connected
in numerous ways. One of the key
elements in this typology is efficient
navigation through the program so

commuters can make it where they
need to be on time. Due to this, the
spaces become a sequence through
a process. Including performance
space types contrasts this process
with spaces that draw users for
an extended period of time. The
performance areas are grouped

Figure 46: Space Adjacency Matrix used to analyze
important connections between building spaces.
Image by Author, 2021.
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Figure 47: Bubble diagram identifying ideal
programming relationships as well as public versus
private spaces. Image by Author, 2021.
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\

near areas of waiting, maximizing
engagement in spaces already
occupied for commuters for longer
time periods. Further, this building
will provide more space types, such
as lounges and dining areas, that
encourage prolonged use rather
than users quickly passing through.

This building type also carries many
support spaces. The building is not
just public space for commuters,
it also must contain private spaces
for transit workers to support the
needs of commuters. Spaces to
purchase tickets and seek customer
support are necessary to a successful
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and accessible transit network.
Additional spaces are needed to
house
mechanical
equipment
associated with the transit modes
and equipment. Electrical rooms
are necessary to support equipment
for electric light rail. Server and
data rooms help keep the transit

electronics online and up to date
with information crucial to an
efficient commute. Finally, a variety
of public amenities, such as shops,
help draw new users to the transit
center and create a more engaging
user environment.
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Figure 48: Bubble diagram identifying ideal
programming relationships as well as transit versus
amenity spaces. Image by Author, 2021.
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Study Models and Sketches

Figure 49: Study Model analyzing the relationship
between direct and wandering pathways in context of
the project site. Model and image by Author, 2022.

STUDY MODELS
AND SKETCHES

To begin translating the Space
Adjacencies to a built form,
circulation paths needed to be
created. This process required an
analysis of site connections and

070

spatial relationships within the
design project. A connection to
the commuter rail and the ‘L’ train
system was identified on the southern
point of the site. To the east, access
to Chicago’s bus network will be
available. Finally, to the west, a path
will stretch below grade to tap into

WITHIN THE LIMINAL

the underground Blue Line subway
network. These points form the
nodes of direct pathways to easily
move commuters between different
transit modes. This network of
circulation is considered primary,
requiring other circulation methods
to bend and flex around these paths.

A secondary web of circulation is
needed to allow users to leisurely
navigate the building. This type
of path provides the elongated
experience of the building, enabling
users to freely move between the
many performances and programs
present in the building.

Figure 50: Study Model analyzing the relationship
between direct and wandering pathways in context of
the project site. Model and image by Author, 2022.
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Figure 51: Study Model analyzing the relationship
between direct and wandering pathways in context of
the project site. Model and image by Author, 2022.
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A study model was created
to explore these potential circulation
options within the building. A The
study model was constructed to
allow these different pathways to
be easily manipulated, providing a
series of quick iterations exploring
many different spatial relationships.

The model uses elastic string to
represent the wandering-type
pathway and more rigid string to
represent the direct routes. A series
of holes were cut in the surrounding
enclosure to provide points to pull
the elastic members and a rough
representation of the site boundary

WITHIN THE LIMINAL

)

·is used to gauge the overall scale of
the moves.
From this study model,
a series of sketches explore the
potential applications in the design
project. The sketches use gestural
strokes to diagram pathway access
to the site and within the building.

Paint splotches are used to represent
the performance locations and the
potential audio connections that
bleed through the spaces. These
drawings also introduce concepts of
layering within the building project.
Pathways can overlap and create
interactions across multiple floors

Figure 52: Sketch of derived site connections.
Charcoal and paint. Sketch by Author, February,
2022.
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Figure 53: Sketch of potential interior circulation
paths as influenced by site conditions. Charcoal and
paint. Sketch by Author, February, 2022.
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of the structure. This interaction
enables the performances to create
a dialogue and blend with one
another, forming a fully immersive
audio and visual streetscape within
the building.
These drawings also gave
way to a third integral path-type.

The building scale drawing revealed
potential to include a circuitous
pathway, which would enable
users to continuously circulate the
structure, fully experiencing the
unique building environment. At
this project scale and combined
with the multiple interconnected

WITHIN THE LIMINAL

pathways, the building can take
on an additional program type in
recreation, providing a type of track
that visitors can use to exercise while
absorbing the cultural atmosphere.

Figure 54: Sketch of program-scale interactions
between a performer and a circulation pathway.
Charcoal and paint. Image by Author, February,
2022.
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Figure 55: West Lake Street dives under the commuter rail bridge while the ‘L’ train system spans above this
intersection. The steel structures provide a rich formal language for a transit center exploration. Structural ideas
from the site can resurface in the building design project. Image by Author, 2021.
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The building design project uses these spatial
layout studies to create a dynamic user
experience that injects street performance
into a typical experience within a transit
center. Ease of access from the surrounding
transit layers is crucial as well as accessibility
from ground level. The building project
utilizes these studies to create building
form and circulation with respect to the
surrounding site conditions. The programs
analyzed here will become integrated and
bleed into one another, creating a cohesive
project full of experiential zones, bounded
and influenced by circulation.
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Exterior Renderings

Figure 56: Exterior rendering of building intervention from the corner of West Lake Street and North Canal Street
looking northwest. Image by Author, April, 2022.
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P5

Figure 57: Exterior rendering of Platform 5 entrance from the 'L' system, looking north. Image by Author, April,
2022.
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Diagrams

Wandering Path

Direct Path

Circuit Path

Figure 58: Diagram identifying the three types of paths present in the building intervention. Image by Author,
April, 2022.
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Figure 59: Diagram demonstrating the relationship of floor plates in the building intervention. Image by Author,
April, 2022.
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Figure 60: Lower Level Plan. Image by Author, April, 2022.
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Figure 61: Ground Level Plan. Image by Author, April, 2022.
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Figure 62: Platform 1 Plan. Image by Author, April, 2022.
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Figure 63: Platform 2 Plan. Image by Author, April, 2022.
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Figure 64: Platform 3 Plan. Image by Author, April, 2022.
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Figure 65: Platform 4 Plan. Image by Author, April, 2022.
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Figure 66: Platform 5 Plan. Image by Author, April, 2022.
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Figure 67: Platform 6 Plan. Image by Author, April, 2022.
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Figure 68: Roof Plan. Image by Author, April, 2022.
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Figure 69: Aerial rendering of the building intervention. Image by Author, April, 2022.
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Figure 70: Exterior rendering of the roof deck overlooking the Chicago River. Image by Author, April, 2022.
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Figure 71: Section perspective drawing of building intervention. Image by Author, April, 2022.
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Figure 72: Architectural Wall Section. Image by Author, May, 2022.
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Figure 73: Building systems diagram. Image by Author, May, 2022.
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Figure 74: Interior rendering from the Ground Level. Image by Author, April, 2022.
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Figure 75: Interior rendering of a performance space on Platform 5. Image by Author, April, 2022.
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Figure 76: Interior Rendering of performance and dining areas on Platform 2. Image by Author, April, 2022.
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Figure 77: Interior rendering of a performance space on the Ground Level and pathway leading to Lower Level.
image by Author, April, 2022.
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Models

Figure 78: Site context model analyzing building scale in relation to the surrounding site conditions. Model and
image by Author, April, 2022.
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Figure 79: Site context model analyzing building scale in relation to the surrounding site conditions. Model and
image by Author, April, 2022.
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Figure 80: Building scale model demonstrating spatial relationships and human scale. Model and image by
Author, April, 2022.
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Figure 81: Building scale model demonstrating spatial relationships and human scale. Model and image by
Author, April, 2022.
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Figure 82: Building chunk model diagramming construction details and intimate spatial relationships. Model and
image by Author, April, 2022.
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Figure 83: Building chunk model diagramming construction details and intimate spatial relationships. Model and
image by Author, April, 2022.
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Figure 84: Diagrammatic rendering analyzing pedestrian movement and performance locations in relationship to
the site conditions and surrounding transit modes. image by Author, April, 2022.
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This project creates a dynamic hub for transit
navigation and cultural expression. The
ramping pathways create a fluid experience
of the building, fostering a sense of interior
streetscape. The performance spaces occur
as nodes along the paths, allowing the visual
and audio displays to bleed between spaces
and form a fully immersive experience.
Entangled paths allow viewers to become
performers themselves, placing every
interaction within the building on a stage for
display. The project fully embraces liminal
space as an opportunity for performance,
turning the transit experience into a place
of transition rather than a fleeting moment
of a larger journey. This result displays the
potential for the transit center building
typology to adopt diverse building programs
and create a hub of human activity.
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This project successfully explored
liminal space and the role of liminal
space within transit centers as it could
relate to performance. The project
took on an underlying exploration
of
architectural
streetscapes,
highlighting ways a building can
influence the experience of
performance and people-watching.
Place-making comes naturally
within this exploration as the
performance opportunities become
such dynamic drivers in defining
the spatial experience. Transitional
place seems to be an accurate term
to describe the type of experience
created. The building retains the
transitory qualities of a transit center
while providing numerous moments
of longer-term engagement with
performance activities and building
programs. Overall, this project was
mostly successful.
Perhaps the most prominent
missed opportunity in this study
is a further investigation of the
building façade and the potential
for increased transparency in the
project. While the interior of the
structure is rich and engaging, the
building skin closes this experience
off from the context. Though this
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creates an interesting dynamic of
discovery, it lacks a visual draw that
could be crucial to draw in additional
users. Furthermore, this project
could have taken advantage of more
opportunities to engage with the
streetscape. The building occupies
a majority of the site, restricting
interactions with the street to the
site borders. Although the idea of
a streetscape is carried up through
the building interior, there is little
done to address how the existing
streetscape can flow naturally into
the building and blur the boundaries
further between interior and exterior.
Additionally, the project could have
explored the potential that a transit
center of this nature could have in
the dynamic cultural landscape of
Chicago. The building could take
on further types of programmatic
exploration and drastically transform
the transit landscape.
Potential next steps to
continue this research could include
a more acute investigation into the
interaction between pedestrians
and performers. This project mostly
assumes that the general public
favors street performance and the
integration of those performers
into the transit center would be a
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welcome intervention. Additionally,
further research could explore
more abstract definitions of liminal
space to find ways to fully embrace
that concept in the design project.
The most overlooked liminal space
concept seems to be that of the
threshold. While the topic was
addressed in the research portion of
this study, there seems to be little
evidence in the resulting building
project.
To conclude, Within the Liminal
is a successful exploration of
liminal space and the relationship
to transit-type buildings. The
project integrated performance in
a thoughtful manner and created
a unique architectural experience.
Though the project attempts to
investigate many abstract concepts,
there are certainly more avenues to
explore that could further shape this
body of research.
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Figure 01: Chicago ‘L’ train support structure at and intersection with the Metra commuter rail network. This intersection
occurs above West Lake Street, bordering the south edge of the project site. Image by Author, 2021.
Figure 02: Rotterdam Central Station designed by Benthem Crouwel Architects, 2014; Rotterdam, the Netherlands. Image
downloaded from https://www.benthemcrouwel.com/projects/rotterdam-central-station in September 2021.
Figure 03: Site Plan Diagram, Rotterdam Central Station. Drawing by Author, 2021.
Figure 04: Building Section Diagram, Rotterdam Central Station. Image by Author, 2021.
Figure 05: Interior Experience Diagram, Rotterdam Central Station. Image by Author, 2021.
Figure 06: Rotterdam Central Station interior. The large open space provides easy visual connections and decreases
congestion at peak times. Image downloaded from https://www.benthemcrouwel.com/projects/rotterdam-centralstation in December 2021.
Figure 07: HS2 Euston Station proposal designed by Grimshaw Architects; London, UK. Image downloaded from https://
grimshaw.global/projects/hs2-euston-station/ in September 2021.
Figure 08: HS2 Euston Station site plan, diagramming the impact on the surrounding urban street context. Image downloaded
from https://grimshaw.global/projects/hs2-euston-station/ in September 2021.
Figure 09: HS2 Euston Station train hall and concourse proposal. Image downloaded from https://grimshaw.global/projects/
hs2-euston-station/ in September 2021.
Figure 10: Salesforce Transit Center designed by Pelli Clarke Pelli Architects, 2018; San Francisco, CA. Tim Griffith, 2018.
Image downloaded from https://www.dezeen.com/2018/08/07/pelli-clarke-pelli-architects-salesforce-transit-centeropens-san-francisco/ in September 2021.
Figure 11: Salesforce Transit Center aerial photo. Steelblue, 2018. Image downloaded from https://www.dezeen.
com/2018/08/07/pelli-clarke-pelli-architects-salesforce-transit-center-opens-san-francisco/ in September 2021.
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Figure 12: Salesforce Transit Center exploded floor plan diagram. Image downloaded from https://www.sfmta.com/projects/
salesforce-transit-center in September 2021.
Figure 13: The Hague Central Station main hall designed by Benthem Crouwel Architects, 2015; the Hague, the Netherlands.
Image downloaded from https://www.benthemcrouwel.com/projects/the-hague-central-station in October 2021.
Figure 14: The Hague Central Station floor plan diagramming areas of public versus private space as well as transit layers.
Image downloaded from https://www.benthemcrouwel.com/projects/the-hague-central-station in October 2021.
Figure 15: Aerial view of the Hague Central Station. Image downloaded from https://www.benthemcrouwel.com/projects/
the-hague-central-station in October 2021.
Figure 16: Oculus Transit Center designed by Santiago Calatrava, 2016; New York, NY. Hufton + Crow, 2016. Image
downloaded from https://www.dezeen.com/2016/08/29/santiago-calatrava-oculus-world-trade-center-transportationhub-new-york-photographs-hufton-crow/ in October 2021.
Figure 17: Oculus interior. Hufton + Crow, 2016. Image downloaded from https://www.dezeen.com/2016/08/29/santiagocalatrava-oculus-world-trade-center-transportation-hub-new-york-photographs-hufton-crow/ in October 2021.
Figure 18: Oculus concept sketch, Santiago Calatrava. Image downloaded from https://www.archdaily.com/783965/worldtrade-center-transportation-hub-santiago-calatrava in October 2021.
Figure 19: Campbell Memorial Terrace, constructed by Tooles Contracting Group, 2016. Detroit, MI. Imaged downloaded from
http://toolesgroup.com/project/campbell-memorial-terrace/ in November, 2021.
Figure 20: The stage is set directly adjacent to the bike trail, providing a space for pedestrians to rest and enjoy a show.
Image downloaded from http://toolesgroup.com/project/campbell-memorial-terrace/ in November, 2021.
Figure 21: The amphitheater is part of a larger project to connect existing cultural corridors in Detroit. Image downloaded
from https://www.wadetrim.com/breen-dequindre-cut-brdgs/#.YYxttGDMJPY in November, 2021.
Figure 22: Writers Theatre designed by Studio Gang, 2016. Glencoe, IL.. Image downloaded from https://studiogang.com/
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project/writers-theatre in November, 2021.
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Figure 23: The Writers Theatre lobby, featuring multiple seating options and transparent connections to the exterior
community. Image downloaded from https://studiogang.com/project/writers-theatre in November, 2021.
Figure 24: Exploded program diagram, Studio Gang Architects, 2016. Image downloaded from https://www.designboom.
com/architecture/studio-gang-architects-writers-theatre-chicago-10-22-2014/ in November, 2021.
Figure 25: Swiss Pavillion designed by Peter Zumthor, 2000. Hanover, Germany. Image downloaded from https://www.
archdaily.com/19403/peter-zumthor-works/625225181_hannover3?next_project=no in May, 2022.
Figure 26: Aerial Perspective of the Swiss Pavillion. Image downloaded from https://www.archdaily.com/19403/peterzumthor-works/1514229779_hannover4?next_project=no in May, 2022.
Figure 27: Sketch of the Swiss Pavillion, Peter Zumthor, 1997. Image downloaded from https://plansofarchitecture.tumblr.
com/post/81201213351/peter-zumthor-swiss-pavilion-expo-hanover in May, 2022.
Figure 28: Knowlton Hall by Mack Scogin Merrill Elam Architects, 2004. Image downloaded from https://www.archdaily.
com/129400/austin-e-knowlton-school-of-architecture-mack-scogin-merrill-elam-architects in May, 2022.
Figure 29: Knowlton Hall Third Floor Plan, Mack Scogin Merrill Elam Architects, 2004. Image Downloaded from https://www.
archdaily.com/129400/austin-e-knowlton-school-of-architecture-mack-scogin-merrill-elam-architects in May, 2022.
Figure 30: Interior of Knowlton Hall, Timothy Hursley. Image downloaded from https://www.archdaily.com/129400/austin-eknowlton-school-of-architecture-mack-scogin-merrill-elam-architects in May, 2022.
Figure 31: Chicago ‘L’ train support structure above West Lake Street. Image by Author, 2021.
Figure 32: Map of Chicago, Illinois. Image by Author, 2021.
Figure 33: Diagram of the transit corridors extending from downtown Chicago. Image by Author, 2021.
Figure 34: Diagram of built context surrounding the project site. Image by Author, 2021.
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Figure 35: The intersection of West Lake Street and North Canal Street under the Chicago ‘L’. The structure continues east
over West Lake Street across the river and into The Loop. Image by Author, 2021.
Figure 36: Diagram of travel time estimates in relation to the project site. Image by Author, 2021.
Figure 37: Graphic catalogue of noise pollution surrounding the project site as well as nearby existing transit stops. Image
by Author, 2021.
Figure 38: The existing mixed-use structure standing on the project site. North Milwaukee Avenue ducks below the commuter
rail bridge at left. Image by Author, 2021.
Figure 39: Inventory of surrounding context building uses and scales. Image by Author, 2021.
Figure 40: View of the context to the south of the project site. North Milwaukee Avenue intersects West Lake Street and North
Canal Street at an angle with the Chicago ‘L’ flying overhead. Image by Author, 2021.
Figure 41: Existing parking lot on the north edge of the site. The Chicago Metra lines pass on the elevated structure in the
background. Image by Author, 2021.
Figure 42: The Chicago Metra tracks pass over North Milwaukee Street on the north edge of the site. Citigroup Center is
visible above the Union Pacific shop buildings in the foreground. The Willis Tower peeks in at left. Image by Author,
2021.
Figure 43: Diagram of existing site vegetation and prominent site views. Image by Author, 2021.
Figure 44: The corner of West Lake Street and North Clinton Street, facing west. This location is directly below the Clinton
‘L’ stop with a hint of the access ramp located to the south edge of the street. West Lake Street extends further
underneath the light rail infrastructure. Image by Author, 2021.
Figure 45: The Chicago Metra railroad tracks cross North Canal Street at grade just north of the project site and continue
south toward Chicago Union Station. In the background, another set of Metra tracks enter the city en route to Ogilvie
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Transportation Center. Image by Author, 2021.
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Figure 46: Space Adjacency Matrix used to analyze important connections between building spaces. Image by Author, 2021.
Figure 47: Bubble diagram identifying ideal programming relationships as well as public versus private spaces. Image by
Author, 2021.
Figure 48: Bubble diagram identifying ideal programming relationships as well as transit versus amenity spaces. Image by
Author, 2021.
Figure 49: Study Model analyzing the relationship between direct and wandering pathways in context of the project site.
Model and image by Author, 2022.
Figure 50: Study Model analyzing the relationship between direct and wandering pathways in context of the project site.
Model and image by Author, 2022.
Figure 51: Study Model analyzing the relationship between direct and wandering pathways in context of the project site.
Model and image by Author, 2022.
Figure 52: Sketch of derived site connections. Charcoal and paint. Sketch by Author, February, 2022.
Figure 53: Sketch of potential interior circulation paths as influenced by site conditions. Charcoal and paint. Sketch by Author,
February, 2022.
Figure 54: Sketch of program-scale interactions between a performer and a circulation pathway. Charcoal and paint. Image
by Author, February, 2022.
Figure 55: West Lake Street dives under the commuter rail bridge while the ‘L’ train system spans above this intersection.
The steel structures provide a rich formal language for a transit center exploration. Structural ideas from the site can
resurface in the building design project. Image by Author, 2021.
Figure 56: Exterior rendering of building intervention from the corner of West Lake Street and North Canal Street looking
northwest. Image by Author, April, 2022.
Figure 57: Exterior rendering of Platform 5 entrance from the 'L' system, looking north. Image by Author, April, 2022.
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Figure 58: Diagram identifying the three types of paths present in the building intervention. Image by Author, April, 2022.
Figure 59: Diagram demonstrating the relationship of floor plates in the building intervention. Image by Author, April, 2022.
Figure 60: Lower Level Plan. Image by Author, April, 2022.
Figure 61: Ground Level Plan. Image by Author, April, 2022.
Figure 62: Platform 1 Plan. Image by Author, April, 2022.
Figure 63: Platform 2 Plan. Image by Author, April, 2022.
Figure 64: Platform 3 Plan. Image by Author, April, 2022.
Figure 65: Platform 4 Plan. Image by Author, April, 2022.
Figure 66: Platform 5 Plan. Image by Author, April, 2022.
Figure 67: Platform 6 Plan. Image by Author, April, 2022.
Figure 68: Roof Plan. Image by Author, April, 2022.
Figure 69: Aerial rendering of the building intervention. Image by Author, April, 2022.
Figure 70: Exterior rendering of the roof deck overlooking the Chicago River. Image by Author, April, 2022.
Figure 71: Section perspective drawing of building intervention. Image by Author, April, 2022.
Figure 72: Architectural Wall Section. Image by Author, May, 2022.
Figure 73: Building systems diagram. Image by Author, May, 2022.
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Figure 74: Interior rendering from the Ground Level. Image by Author, April, 2022.
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Figure 75: Interior rendering of a performance space on Platform 5. Image by Author, April, 2022.
Figure 76: Interior Rendering of performance and dining areas on Platform 2. Image by Author, April, 2022.
Figure 77: Interior rendering of a performance space on the Ground Level and pathway leading to Lower Level. image by
Author, April, 2022.
Figure 78: Site context model analyzing building scale in relation to the surrounding site conditions. Model and image by
Author, April, 2022.
Figure 79: Site context model analyzing building scale in relation to the surrounding site conditions. Model and image by
Author, April, 2022.
Figure 80: Building scale model demonstrating spatial relationships and human scale. Model and image by Author, April,
2022.
Figure 81: Building scale model demonstrating spatial relationships and human scale. Model and image by Author, April,
2022.
Figure 82: Building chunk model diagramming construction details and intimate spatial relationships. Model and image by
Author, April, 2022.
Figure 83: Building chunk model diagramming construction details and intimate spatial relationships. Model and image by
Author, April, 2022.
Figure 84: Diagrammatic rendering analyzing pedestrian movement and performance locations in relationship to the site
conditions and surrounding transit modes. image by Author, April, 2022.
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